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Wednesday, April 20, 1994

Volume 77, Issue 135

Bowling Green, Ohio

Flyers generate controversy
by David Coehn
News staff writer
The leader of a University political organization denied Tuesday that his group is responsible
for a series of allegedly offensive
flyers posted on campus.
Fake leaflets advertising Conservative Week activities such as
KKK Appreciation Day are not a
product of the Conservative Student Organization, said James
Walters, chairman of CSO.
"I have no idea who is [distributing the flyers]," he said. "I
think the person or persons doing
it are cowards."
Walters said the CSO is sponsoring legitimate Conservative

Week activities during the week,
and has distributed flyers similar
in appearance to the false ones.

April 12 opinion column he wrote
on gay issues for The News.

"[The flyers] are disgusting
The series of fraudulent flyers and reprehensible," Walters said.
list alleged Conservative Week "They're not only an insult to the
groups they target but to any inevents to be held each weekday.
One flyer proclaims Tuesday telligent individual."
"Antl-PC Day," and offers:
He said the notices do not re"Learn how to shut-up those
whining African Americans, flect the philosophies or opinions
those nagging women and those of his 40- member organization.
"God no," he said. "Half the
pesky homosexuals."
[CSO] members are women.
Another announces "Anti- These are the stereotypes [about
Woman Day," and advises: "Help the organization] we're trying to
give women what they really break."
want. Is one rape every 1.3
Walters said he received
minutes enough?"
Walters said the flyers could several calls from students upset
be a negative response to an over the fake flyers.

"Any sensible person reading
those signs know that's not what
[CSOfedvocates," he said.
He said he made statements
denying CSO involvement to
University police.
A police spokesman could not
confirm whether the department
had received any complaints
about the flyers.
Conservative Week coordinator David Huthmacher confirmed the flyers are phony and
said he finds no humor In their
messages.
"I think it's awful, and not so
much because it's a parody of
what we're doing," he said.
"What they put on them isn't

funny. They could have found a
better way to do It."
Lesbian and Gay Alliance
President Matthew Storer said if
those who produced the flyers
are acting seriously, they are
hurting their own reputations.
"It shows just bow ignorant
they are," he said. "They're emphasizing their own stupidity.
What ass would associate with
the KKK?"
Storer said whether the flyers
are meant to be legitimate or
parody, he will not give the incident undue attention.
"If it's a joke on the conservatives, all's fair in love and war,"

Fake leaflets advertising

Conservative Week activities were
not produced by the Conservative
Student Organization
• Flyers advertise "Ami-Women
Day" and "KKK Appreciation
Day."
</ CSO does not condone the
practice of individuals using the
name of the organization to.

See FLYERS, page three.

present crystal and different
kinds of rocks to promote a new
age, splrtual perspective of environmentalism.
Anthony Thiebaut, a cooperative farmer in Bowling Green,
will present information about
cooperative farming. He may
also play songs of the Cherokee
in Cherokee language, according
to Konrad.
James P. Ludwig, founder and
president of The SERE Group
consulting firm, will examine the
past and future of the Great
Lakes ecosystem. He will speak
at 7JO p.m. in 1007 Business Administration Building.
His program, "Toxic Chemical
Effects on Wildlife and Humane
in the Great Lakes," sponsored
by EAG and The Center of Environmental Programs, will provide research concerning global
distribution of organo-halogen
contaminants.
An Earth Day Benefit Concert
will take place at Howard's Club
H at 9 p.m. The entrance fee is
$4. UltraMan, Spiral Anomaly,
Paste, The Kind and Surrounded
by Jeds will perform. Proceeds
will benefit The National Environmental Action Coalition,
which will use the money for
conferences, and the Rainforest
Action Network, which will use
the money to buy acres of rainforest for preservation.
"[The Rainforest Action Network] is better than other programs because they form coalitions with people who live there,"
Konrad said.

by Robin Coe
News staff writer

Tto BG Nt w ■** I ly Uafecke
Senior sculpture major John Derby slags along at the karoke booth Monday afternoon In the Union
Oval. The Bens' chorus was hosting a 36 hour Karoke- A-Thon to help raise money for their organization.

Educational and fund-raising
events will take place today
throughout the community as
part of its annual Earth Day
Celebration.
The Environmental Action Group has
organized
events to motivate and educate students
about the importance of
different environmental issues.
An Information Fair will take
place in the Union Oval from 9
am. to 3:30 p.m., where different
environmental groups will offer
students information.
"We feel it is a way to combat
ignorance of environmentalism,"
said David Konrad, Earth Day
Coordinator.
Groups which will be present
include The Nature Reserve, Ottawa National Wildlife Refuge,
City of Toledo Pollution Control,
Peace Corps, Tri-Beta, Honors
Student Association, Popular
Cultural Department, Wood Co.
Soil and Water Conservation Department, Student Environmental Action Coalition, Conservative Student Association, Wood
County Park District, Recycling
Programs of B.C/Wood Co.,
Maumee River Remedial Action
Plan, Citizen Action and the
American Lung Association.
EAG will be selling plants and
T-shirts for fundralsing.
The Information Fair will be
Carl Holmberg, associate moved to Northeast Commons if
professor of popular culture, will it rains.

Uniform tenure policy established
Faculty senate requires departments to provide appropriate information
Faculty Senate passed a resolution Tuesday
which will establish a uniform policy on
tenure votes.
The resolution states the
policy requires
departments to
provide all appropriate administrators
information conveying only

r

Earth Day events Nixon
set to take place alert
after
stroke

Sing it!

by Michael Ziwackl
The BG News

Conservative Week
Controversy

whether or not a candidate for
tenure meets the Academic
Charter-required two-thirds
vote.
Senators who supported the resolution believed if the department vote results were made
known, the actual number of
votes in favor may influence further decisions by the dean of the
college to accept or deny the tenure candidate
Senator Elliot Bllnn, who spoke
in support of the resolution, said
the department vote on a tenure
candidate is either a two-thirds
vote or it's not.

INSIDE

'Tenure should be a 'Yes' or
'No' sort of thing," Bllnn said. "It
should be two-thirds and then on
to the next level of review."
Senators who spoke against the
resolution said they believed the
department vote Information
should be known.
Lester Barber, executive assistant to the president, sitting in
for University President Paul
Olscamp, introduced a substitute
motion resolving that the results
of the Charter-required vote
would be known to the candidate
for tenure.
The motion, which was re-

To celebrate Earth Day,
students can particpate in
an environmental open
forum tonight at 8:30 in
ConkllnHall.
w Page 4.

jected by the senate, would also
make results available to the
faculty of the department or
school, to the chair or director, to
the dean and to the vice president
for academic affairs.
Barber said the substitute motion was to avoid withholding information which would violate
public records laws.
"I think holding back statistical information is dangerous and
could create potential difficulty
at some level," Barber said.
In other business, the senate
passed a resolution to establish a
feasabllity study on bringing a

Price of text books is a
concern to students both
locally and nationally.
•-PageS.

faculty union to the University.
Harold Lunde, chairman of the
Faculty Welfare Comittee, said
the faculty club would enhance
faculty col 1 egiality.
"It's worthwhile to look into a
faculty club to restore the collegiality among faculty," he said.
Bllnn said he was opposed to
the faculty club because in the
past, they have not been successful and have had low faculty attendance.
The senate also passed three
resolutions on faculty salaries
and benefits.

The men's rugby team
won the College Division of
the Ohio Championships
last weekend. It was the
team's eighth championship in the last nine years.
•-Page 9.

by Richard Pyle
The Associated Press

NEW YORK - Former
President Nixon was paralyzed on most of his right
side and unable to speak
Tuesday after suffering a
stroke, and doctors tried to
determine if the damage
was permanent.
Aides and his personal
physician said Nixon was
alert and comfortable.
Nixon, 81, was listed in
stable condition in intensive care at New York Hospital, where he was taken
Monday night after suffering the stroke at his New
Jersey home.
Nixon's internist. Dr. Michael Giordano, said the
former president would be
moved out of intensive care
to a private room later
Tuesday.
The doctor said Nixon
was out of grave danger
and described him as "awake, alert, in good spirits
and able to understand."
He said Nixon suffered
"partial paralysis on his
right side"
"It Is hoped, but uncertain, that he will have improvement in his neurologic condition," the doctor said. "No dramatic
changes are anticipated in
his condition over the next
several days."
Giordano read his brief
statement to reporters at
the hospital and left without
taking questions.
Earlier Tuesday, Nixon
aide Elizabeth Johnston
said the former president
had rested comfortably
through the night while
calls of concern poured into
his office in Woodcliff
Lake, N.J., about a mile
from his home in Park
Ridge.
Johnston said Nixon was
paralyzed on the right side
except for his right foot.
"He just has a little
movement in his foot, on
the right side," she said.
Strokes - damage to part
See NIXON, page three

Today... Mostly sunny
with the high SS to 60.
Northwest winds 10 to 20
mph.
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Earth Day is
a beginning
Earth day is upon us all, and with it, a chain of
special events are planned to showcase what
has become an annual occurrence since the first
Earth Day in April of 1990.
Of course, with the incredible amount of environmental destruction taking place, some may say an
event like Earth Day could not have come at a better
time.
It can be said the current political correctness of
environmentalism as a trend has increased awareness of what needs to be done to correct humanity's
apparent mission to extinction.
But the popularity of an environmental movement,
or any movement for that matter, is a double-edged
sword for a number of reasons.
To begin with, the rising poularity of the current
environmental movement brings in a good deal of
'bandwagon' supporters who, while they contribute
to overall awareness of the problem and a partial solution, may only approach things half-heartedly or
not see the whole picture.
The popularity of recycling and buying recycled
goods and other 'eco-safe' products, while initially
beneficial to the preservation and/or conservation
of the Earth, tends to shift the focus of the current
movement to a pragmatic attitude of "If I recycle
and buy eco-safe products I'm doing my part."
Perhaps this is due in part to our tendency as human beings to look too hard for quick, easy solutions
to complex problems.
People should take the popular trend of environmentalism as a start, and use it to educate themselves about the smaller aspects of the crisis to honestly label themselves as environmentalists.
The News understands that Mother Earth's problems didn't occur overnight and the solutions won't
rectify themselves by tommorow morning, it is important to remember that environmental awareness
is an everyday thing.
Every time we open a pre-packaged container,
each time we finish a can of soda and every day we
assume our trash will be taken care of, we take it for
granted how important today is.
The BG News Staff
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Close your eyes, swing right
Conservative Week.
In like a lion and out like a
lamb.
I was Informed of these hallowed festivities by several of
my friends on Monday, which
was Beef Appreciation Day, and
again on Tuesday, Anti-PC Day.
I approached the official Conservative Week Table hoping to
gain some knowledge
Ignoring a screeching rendition of "Great Balls of Fire"
from the karaoke tent, I smiled
upon the two individuals seated
at the table.
Out of blatant curiosity, I inquired, "Hi. I was wondering if
you had any literature I could
take a look at."
"No, we don't really have any.
Are you conservative?"
"No, I'm not."
"No, she's one of the uninformed," quipped my fellowcolumnist to his companion.
"Actually, I'm very informed,"
I replied.
I stood there as they
exchanged several unkind comments regarding my "ignorance,"as if I wasn't there.
I did eventually manage to
receive some literature regarding the beef industry.
I continued on my way with a
smile and a spring in my step.
The exchange only succeeded
in wiring me more sure of my
convictions and strengthened my
faith in change.
By insulting my intelligence, it
simply showed that he apparently had no intelligent reply.
The reason I am unintimidated
by ultra-conservatives and
anyone else who doubts my ac

Not giving in, I simply smile
back.
"Have you seen the bulletin
board in University Hall?"she
asked.
Surprised, I listened as she ex-

Andrea
Wood
tions and words Is because I am
informed. Armed with knowledge, of my feelings and the
views of those who oppose me, I
felt I could accept conservatives
and their week without being
threatened.
It's childish to think your view
is the only view. Too many people
are drowning in narcissism.
Honestly, I was prepared for a
debate when I approached the
table, I was not going to instigate
it, however. Like anyone, I appreciate intelligent debate I've
learned a lot of things through
healthy argument It didn't take
long to realize my conservative
opposers were not up for an intelligent exchange.
After returning to my room,
my Rush Limbaugh loving friend
knocked on my door and entered
with a smile.
"Are we still going out tonight?'! asked.
"I think I am," she replies.
"Have you been to the Conservative Week table?"
"I signed up for the new Rush
Limbaugh book," she said with a
taunting smile.

There is no method to this
week-long conservative madness.
Beef Appreciation Day, Heterosexual Rights Day, and Anti-PC
Day are all statements of hostl-

The fact that those flyers were typed,
printed and copied by a fellow human-being
makes me cringe. Their message was
unmistakable.
plained.
Genuinely disturbed, she told
me about flyers professing to
convey the true agenda for Conservative Week: Anti-Woman
Day, Aerosol Day and KKK Appreciation Day.
I stood listening, stunned and
confused.
"It made me mad," was Teri's
feeling. "I don't believe that, only
a few people do."
Anti-Woman Day. Geeez.
The fact that those flyers were
typed, printed and copied by a
fellow human-being makes me
cringe Their message was unmistakable.
The front-page story explains
their origin, but the incident
made me think; what exactly is
the purpose of "Conservative
Week?:"
Down with tree-hugging, menbashing, veggie-loving, hand-medown-wearin', slam «t«irfng feml-Nazi fag-hags who are all trying to undermine the idea of family values and the American way.
May I ask, and oh, so politely,
"so what?"

lity. No effort to educate University students about the conservative viewpoint was made by the
Conservative Student Organization during their week to shine.
I was perfectly willing to learn
about conservative ideals.
They couldn't even provide me
with simple literature explaining
their celeb ration.
B-Glad Week had a purpose: to
Inform. Women's History Month,
Black History Month and the
myriad of other attempts to inform the general public about
impressive yet generally Ignored
people and events Is honorable.
Exposing people to many ideals
is healthy, it provides for intellegent decision-making.
No one will be more enriched
after Conservative Week.
Condemning the practices of
vegetarianism, political correctness and homosexuality is not a
philanthropic endeaver.
Born of ignorance and "uninformed" opinions, this week will
come and go.
Andrea Wood is a weekly columnist for The BG News.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Slanderous posters
not the work
ofCSO
The BG New*
By now, most of you are aware
of Conservative Week. Monday
was Beef Appreciation Day. We
passed out literature on the cattle
industry in support of your right
to eat meat. Tuesday, we sponsored Anti-PC Day, as we promoted your right to speak freely,
without the treat of some "acceptable" standard. Wednesday Is
Earth Day, where we will Join in
promoting the conservation of
our earth - practically. Thursday
is Heterosexual Rights Day
(Shirt Day). Wear a shirt to support straight rights! Finally, on
Friday, we will remember the 80s
and their leader on Ronald Reagan Remembrance Day.
There, that's all. That is the
complete agenda for Conservative Week. But others would like
you to think differently. By
Tuesday morning, there were
numerous signs, bearing the
Conservative Student Org-inlzation name, promoting such days
as "KKK Appreciation Day,"
"Bash A Gay Day" and "Anti-

Woman Day." One may discern
from these flyers one of two
things: it is someone's idea of a
witty parody or the person or
persons responsible are attempting to distort our message and
mjml«m the public.
If these signs are somone's
idea of a Joke, it is sick and in
poor taste. Comments such as
"Punch a dyke or kick a fag" and
"Help give women what they
really want. Is rape every 1.3
minutes enough?" are Insensitive
to the groups to which they refer.
The satirical presentation of racism, rape and other horrible attitudes and actions is not funny
and frankly quite disturbing.
If it is our message they are
trying to distort, we ask that they
refrain. We don't wish to silence
an opposing voice, but we do wish
to present our message freely
and honestly. The students and
faculty should disregard these
flyers as llbelous and utterly misinformed.
The Conservative Student Organization Is not racist or sexistIt does not support senseless violence or homophobia. The party
or parties responsible evidently
think otherwise. But in essence,
they admit to being cowards,
afraid to openly speak their

mind. They have hung their
flyers, under the name of another
organization, in the middle of the
night We challenge this person
or group of people to come out in
the open and debate us on these
issues. We keep no secrets about
what we believe. The purpose of
this week was to heighten awareness of our message - a debate
may be a good opportunity to
achieve this goal.
David Huthmacher
Conservative Student Organization
Conservative Week Coordinator

Walters is
ill-informed
and self-serving
The BG News:
Just a few comments regarding James Walters' Ill-informed
ajpjj self-serving lament mislabeled an "editorial" on April 5.
First of all, merely trotting out
the money amounts allocated to
several recognized University
organizations does not serve as
valid critical analysis of those

sums.
For example, Walters notes the
amount allocated to Women for
Women, then asks, "For what?"
If he really wanted to know, as
a journalist, couldn't he have investigated?
Indeed, this level of Insight and
real desire for answers to the
questions he uses to attack these
relatively progressibe organizations is appallingly lacking. Second, it Is no secret that the organization Walters so adamantly
champions throughout the last
portion of the piece, the organ!zaion onto which he lavishes such
gushing praise, the organization
which cant be funded by current
guidelines which he attacks as
"making little or no sense at all,"
is the College Republicans - an
organization whose President Is
none other than, well, to use Walters' own colloquialism, "hot
damn!" It's Walters himself!
Rather than a serious and analytical criticism of the ACGFA
guidelines, it appears that Walters has merely attacked them
because they don't suit his own
self-centered' needs and agenda.
Steven CSteele
Center for Environmental Programs

The BG News
Wednesday, April 20,1994
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"I felt like I had been raped. I felt like I
had lost half of my face. I could hear
my bones crunching every time the baton hit me. It sounded like throwing an
egg and hearing the shell crack."

■Rodney King at his civil trial

ACROSS

Beaching it!

THE NATION
Hardee's replaces Rax

.

Mark Muigrave tries to shelter himself as hit dog Gizmo shakes
off the cold water of Lake Erie during a romp at Maumee Bay

NIXON

ADLMtKlag
State Park In Toledo, Tuesday. Only about a dozen people occupied
the beach on one of the warmest days of spring so far this year.

FLYERS

Continued from page one.

of the brain caused by insufficient blood supply - are the nation's third leading cause of
death. They strike about 500,000
people annually, killing one-third.
Nixon's daughters, Tricla Cox
and Julie Elsenhower, went to his
bedside Monday night, and again
Tuesday.
Mayor Rudolph Giuliani and evangelist Billy Graham, who
preached last year at the funeral
of Nixon's wife, Pat, were among
the first to pay respects at the
hospital. Henry Kissinger, Nixon's secretary of state, called the
office from California.
"There were hundreds of messages all night long, I've lost
count," said another aide, Kim
Taylor.
Dozens of the callers were political figures and long-time
friends, but most were ordinary
people, some of whom had survived strokes and wanted to pass
along encouragement, Johnston
said.
Nixon was stricken as he
Featuring
Robert Bracey
Richard D. Mathty
ShaumMathry
Hugh K. Smith

walked into his home from the
porch at dinner time, Johnston
said.
The former president did not
collapse, but communicated that
he was in distress to his
housekeeper, Heidi Retter, who
helped him sit down and then
summoned help, Johnston said
By coincidence, a figure from
the political past, Jacqueline
Kennedy Onassis, was recovering from ulcer surgery at the
same hospital.
Nixon was defeated by Onassis' husband, John F. Kennedy, In
the I960 presidential election. He
came back in 1968 to win the
presidency, then was driven
from office six years later by the
Watergate scandal
Nixon was the nation's 37th
president, serving from Jan. 20,
1969, to Aug. 9, 1974, when the
Watergate scandal forced him to
resign.
He came to the presidency
after nearly a quarter-century as
a Republican officeholder - congressman, senator and vice
president under Dwight Elsenhower.
Sunday, May 1,1994
3 p.m.
KobackerHall
Moore Musical
Arts Center
College of Musical Aru
Bowling Green State
University

&i!rfc$?

Tickets:
$7 Adults Be $5 Students
Call 419/372-8171
or 800/589-2224
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Continued from page one.

he said. "It's not really worth my
energy to be offended. If [the
creators of the flyers] want to
wallow In their own ignorance,
that's their problem."
The Issues the flyers allegedly
parody are too serious and too
real to be funny, said Patricia
Cunningham, professor of applied human ecology and Women's Studies instructor.
"Rape is not something you
make a Joke about," she said.
"There are degrees of humor, but

there are lines you just don't go
beyond."
"It's sad that people go to these
extremes to get a reaction from
students," she added
Walters said CSO does not condone the practice of individuals
using the name of the organization to promote their opinions.
"They obviously don't have
enough confidence in themselves
or their beliefs to debate in the
arena of ideas," he said. "That's
where we operate. I will debate
them anytime, anywhere, on any
Issue they want."

Hall said In a statement that his
decision to leave the show was
ROCKY MOUNT, N.C. - Rax
"the most complicated" of his
Restaurants Inc. of Columbus,
life, adding "everything must
Ohio, will become Hardee's Food
change and it's time."
Systems Inc.'s third-largest franHall didn't mention his plans
chisee, the president and chief
during the taping of Monday
executive officer of Hardee's
night's show, but his performsaid Monday.
ance was uncharacteristically
The transaction Is subject to
flat. His monologue didn't get far
the execution of definitive purbeyond a few feeble jokes.
chase agreements, final approvHe allowed guest Danny
als by the parties and other items. Glover to speak about South
Africa and Haiti for so long that
Under the agreement. Rax will
Glover finally stopped himself.
convert 52 of its existing Rax restaurants to Hardee's restaurants
and will purchase 164 additional
Florence Nightingale
restaurants - 60 from Hardee's
and 104 from Franchise Enterhonored
prises, an existing Hardee's
franchise.
CINCINNATI - A great grand"We considered most of the
niece of Florence Nightingale
major franchise companies, but
was honored Monday for her
Hardee's was a unanimous
$100,000 gift to the University of
choice," said William Underhill,
Cincinnati College of Nursing
president and chief executive
and Health.
officer of Rax.
The university said It has used
Robert Autry, president and
the endowment to establish the
Florence Nightingale Memorial
CEO of Hardee's, described the
transaction as part of the chain's Fund for education of nurses and
strategy to strengthen its restau- other health professionals.
rant system and increase market
Joan Nightingale Fox agreed in
October to provide the money
share.
In 1993, Hardee's reached
and visited the University of Cinnearly $5 billion in systemwide
cinnati Medical Center Monday,
sales. Operating earnings were
university spokeswoman Pat
$84.6 million, up 34 percent over Samson said. Fox lives part of the
year in Florida and part of the
the previous year. Hardee's,
which has its headquarters In
year in Australia.
Rocky Mount, operates a system
The university annually preof more than 4,000 company and sents Florence Nightingale
franchise restaurants in 40 states awards and $1,000 each to five
nurses practicing in Ohio who are
and 11 foreign countries.
honored for excellence in patient
care.
Florence Nightingale was born
Arsenio bids farewell
LOS ANGELES - Arsenio Hall May 12,1820, in Florence, Italy.
is quitting his fading television
After her birth, her parents returned to their home in England.
talk show, which fell victim in
ratings and prestige to late-night She gained fame by organizing
competitors David Letterman
nurses and providing care to sick
and Jay Leno.
and wounded soldiers at the RusThe final "whoof, whoof,
sian battlefront during the
whoof" - "The Arsenio Hall
Crimean War, beginning in 1851.
Show's" trademark audienceShe was consulted during the
rouser - will sound May 27, ParAmerican Civil War about organamount Television Group said
ization and operation of battleMonday in a statement. Parafield hospitals.
mount co-produces the show with
Compiled from staff and wire
Hall's own company.
reports.

'94-'95 COLLEGIATE
4-H OFFICERS
President
V. President
Secretary
Treasurer
Publicity
Recreation
Historian

KurtLandes
Jenny Yoh
Jody Daugherty
Cheryl Ritter
Valeric Devitt
Chad Lesgett
Julie Miller

Regional Communications
Beth Heckathom
Social Coordinator
Jay Culbertson
Community Service
Traci Meyer

... Congratulations!!!

I HATE HAMLET
by Paul Rudnick
April 20 -23 at 8 pm
April 24 at 2 pm

Bowling Green Microcomputer
Users Group
Introduces: The Power PC
from Apple Computer
7:00 P.M. Wednesday April 20th
095 Overman Hall
Public Invited
For infoVcan Waldemar Weber 372-7454

VIIXAGE GREEN
APARTMElVrS
TONIGHT

Eva Marie Saint Theatre
Reservations 372-2719

SKY DOGS
10:00
HON. Main St.

From
Cleveland

19&0ver

352-0222
roirnuu7iFJUi"i"STU0CriT.

r+

1 & 2 'Bedroom Slpartments
for Summer fyntaC
8 Blocks from Campus

American Red Cross

*

480 Lehman

31(4-8538

1

Campus
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Council talks .Artists honor physicians
of open house Original poster designed for doctors at Flower Hospital
by Leih Bamum and Katie Simmons
TheBC News
Classified Staff Council titotmei the idea of a campus-wide open
house Tuesday.
Marcia Latta, director of community affairs, announced President
Paul Olscamp's idea for the University to host an open house Saturday, Sept. 24 of this year.
According to Latta, this will be the first time, that she knows of,
that the University will literally open Its doors for the entire Northwest Ohio area to come and see what the University is all about.
"This event will in no way be a recruitment tactic, or be used as a
fundraiser, but it will obviously help out in those areas," Latta said.
The open house will offer many opportunites for guests to view and
participate in various activities around the campus Including the
chance to make T-shirts, participate In the Recreation Center activities and Field House competitions, view the photo-chemical laser lab
exhibition and take campus tours.
"The committee In charge of this meets monthly and has come up
with great Ideas for all age groups," Latta said.
The purpose of the event is to allow donors, community groups and
even legislating bodies to see what the University community Is Involved In, she said. The committee was asking the support and cooperation of all University organizations to help with the event
In other business, a representative of the committee on nonacademic functions discussed some aspects of a report to be presented to OUcamp In June.
The committee Is looking into areas throughout the University
working environment where problems may arise - problems that
have the potential to damage the morale of the employees, according
to Tom Erekson, a member of the committee.
Erekson said the committee will make specific recommendations
to improve the non-academic functions. Some of the recommendations include mandatory management training and combining
certain functions for more efficiency, he said.
"The University is not investing In employing cross-training, lndepth training," he said. "We also feel there's a need for management
training. A lot of people who were really good faculty members become deans and don't really know how to manage people."
That type of situation Is very bad for the morale of the University
employees, Erekson said.
The committee will also recommend process re-engineering, where
people come to the University and look at basic business processes
and develop ways to solve the problems with them, he said.
•
The council also listened to Joyce Hyslop, a member of the Health
Care Task Force, who presented an update on the search for a new
health-care plan.
Currently the task force has been meeting with two outside consultants - Bill Hembree, a consultant with the Health Research Institute, and Gary Thieman of Finney Davies.
The committee has discussed such things as strategies and planning techniques for cost containment, quality Improvement and
health improvement with Hembree, Hyslop said.

Rent from
HERTZ PENSKE.
And be a
ROAD SCHOLAR.

by Katie Simmons
News staff writer
In honor of Doctors' Day, artists Sherwood McBroom, an
assistant professor at the University, and Richard Reed, an
architectural illustrator In
Toledo, presented an original
poster design for the physicians at Flower Hospital in
Sylvania on March 30.
There have been an ongoing
series of Doctors' Days for the
past several years, and it is an
opportunity for the community
to honor Its physicians, according to Bemadette Thomasy, a
coordinator for the event in the
community relations department at Flower Hospital.
According to Thomasy,
McBroom has done design
work for the hospital before.

He recently designed a First
Night poster last New Year's
Eve, in celebration of the arts.
The yearly event contracts
different artists every year to
help celebrate the event, and
McBroom said he feels very
fortunate he was selected.
"We designed a silk screen
poster for Doctors' Day, which
is kind of a holiday for area
hospitals wanting to honor
their physicians," McBroom
said. "This year I was lucky
enough to be chosen for such
an outstanding event."
McBroom and Reed have
been associated with each
other on both a personal and
professional level prior to this
event.
Reed designed the lnital illustration for the poster and
McBroom revamped the de-

by Katie Simmons
News staff writer
Terry Rentner, a professor of
Journalism at the University, will
be honored Thursday as a recipient of the 1994 Women of Achlevement Award.
This Matrix event Is an important occasion for the Toledo
Chapter of Women In Communication, Inc. (WICI). Every year
the organization gathers to recognize women who are outstanding on both a personal and
professional level
Along with Rentner, this year's
event will honor Ann Hartmann,

a nationally recognized financial
adviser and advocate for girls
and young women through Involvement in the Maumee Valley
Girl Scout Council, and Pamela
Moskwa, a probate judge in Monroe County, Michigan with involvement in domestic relations
and women's rights.
Linda Ellerbee wUl be the featured speaker at the annual
event. She is a renowned writer,
producer and television news anchor who has won several Emmy
Awards. Ellerbee is best known
for her work as an anchor and
network correspondent with
NBC and ABC

by Melissa Llpowskl
News staff writer
University students will have
the opportunity to learn about the
environment during a
panel/open forum discussion tonight in the main lounge of Conk-

UnHall.
The forum, scheduled to begin
at 8:30 p.m., will not only focus on
environmental issues, but will
also examine the subject of environmental racism.
According to Toriano Davis,
coordinator and mediator of the
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"I think the heart of the award
centers around her contacts with
the Toledo media - she has been
doing that since I can remember," said Ray Laakanelmi,
chairman and associate professor In the department of journalism. "She Is always there for the
support of the professionals and
the support of the students."
Rentner has done an extensive
amount of research In the area of
women's Issues and the better
understanding of the woman's
role In relation to the stresses
and strains of the working woman.
Rentner said she likes to serve

as a mentor to the journalism and
public relations students.
"It Is important to me to always
help my students grow personally and professionally even after
they graduate," Rentner said.
Rentner said she believes in
creating new Internships and
keeping contact with students
after graduation.
"I don t believe In saying 'Have
a good life," after graduation,"
Rentner said. "I like to help them
gain professional links while
they are still students and then
be there for them after they
leave."

Panel to discuss environment
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Artists Richard Reed and Sherwood McBroom sign the original
posters they have designed for the physicians at Flower Hospital
and present It to Dr. Crystal Govela.

event, environmental racism
occurs when discrimination
places an Individual In a poor environment that can be hazardous
to the person's health
One in four single women live
within walking distance of a toxic
waste dump and when any group
of people is placed in such a dangerous situation, there Is a call
for concern, Davis said.
"A society that willingly tolerates environmental degradation
is a society that will tolerate human degradation," he said.
Similar to last week's panel
discussion on racism, the sixmember panel will present the
facts as well as their views on
environmental issues and will

also welcome comments and
questions from the audience, he
said.
"The major purpose in having
forums like this is to make people
aware," he said. "People who
want to attend are the ones who.
want to learn. At least if they attend, they are thinking about the
issue and are one step closer to
the solution."
Students should take advantage or forums like this, Davis,
said. Not only do students attend
college to gain knowledge, but
college is also about growing and 1
asking the questions to find the
answers that you do not have, he"
said.
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Students concerned about texts
By Sharon Andrei Turco
city editor
At least twice a year University students
grab their new schedules and head for bookstores to seek used, inexpensive textbooks
with as little wear and tear as possible.
For those working to pay for school and
those without subsidized incomes, textbooks
become a bidden cost many do not figure
into their budgets.
"Last semester my books cost over $200,
and that doesn't even include supplies," said
Peter Swyt, a junior I PC major. "I had to call
home and have my parents send me extra
money."
But University students are not alone in
their frustrations - college students nationwide are almost universally concerned
and many are angry about the price of books,
according to a recent study.
The National Association of College
stores, based in Oberlin, Ohio, conducted a
series of focus groups with more than 60 college students who attend a variety of universities throughout the United States last
summer.
Bowling Greco bookstores' prices tend to
follow the national average between 20 and
25 percent of the overall store profit. These
prices need to be higher to cover operating
expenses, vendors said.
"We have to cover all of our own expenses
out of that," said John Buckenmyer, director
of the University Bookstore. "Very little of
our profit comes from reselling textbooks. It
is our largest sales area, but not our largest
profit area."
The University Bookstore, located in the
Student Services Building, is the only oncampus store to buy textbooks, but it is not
the only bookstore In Bowling Green.
The two off-campus bookstores are Student Book Exchange, 1424 E. Wooster St.,
and Bee Gee Bookstore, 520 E. Wooster St.
In addition to reselling new and used textbooks, all three bookstores offer a variety of
goods and services. They also carry reference books, school and art supplies, greeting
cards, magazines and a large selection of
University merchandise.

Although the bookstores only raise book
prices by 20 to 25 percent, some students
said they believe the bookstores raise the
price by 50 percent or more.
"There is no way that books could possibly
be so expensive," said Rochelle DeCarlo.
"Even my general studies classes are expensive. I purchased a science book for $60.
Used."
"We mark up only 20 percent," said Linda
McCurdy, administrative assistant of Bee
Gee Bookstore.
Textbook prices are not determined by the
bookstores themselves, but by the book pubUshers' list prices and quantity ordered.
"There is generally a 40 to 46 percent discount to bookstores for popular books such
as novels," said James Bissland, associate
journalism professor and head of Gabriel's
Hom Publishing Company In Bowling
Green. "But publishers only give college
bookstores about a 20 percent discount."
"Textbooks are a money-making business," said Richard Weaver, head of the
interpersonal communication department,
and an author of more than 30 textbooks.
"The overhead Is so high for textbook publishing that publishers have no choice but to
keep prices relatively high."
The rising cost of textbooks is mostly due
to publishers, rather than the bookstores
themselves. The cost of paper is the main
factor in figuring the cost of textbooks, the
vendors said.
"Paper prices have just skyrocketed in the
last few years," Weaver said. "Many publishers have had to relinquish quality in order to keep cost at a competitive price."
The profit scale is thrown off balance
when a publisher just decides to raise the
price without just cause.
"This is what keeps prices high," Weaver
said.
Then, the number of books ordered is determined by requistion orders submitted by
University professors.
A typical breakdown of a book's price
shows that the author receives IS percent of
the net cost. Net is what is left after a bookstore takes a 20 percent cut. So, on a $20

textbook, the bookstore makes $4 on every
new book sold. Of the $16 left, the author
receives $2.40 on each book sold
If the book sells 10,000 copies, enough to
send it into second edition, the author makes
$24,000. Very few books even make it to that
level.
"After we purchase textbooks from students and wholesalers we have what is called
a standard knockdown chart," McCurdy
said. "We look at the new price of the text,
and then we knock it down 25 percent."
The demand for textbooks at each bookstore is high.
"We have a large draw of both on-campus
and off-campus students. Actually, I think
all three bookstores get pretty good traffic,"
Buckenmyer said. "The off-campus bookstores are run more for profit. They are
businesses, and we are owned by the University."
Steve Donnelly, manager of the Student
Book Exchange, said that although he has
high traffic through the store, the University Bookstore has more resources available
to it because it is owned by the University.
Both bookstore owners declined to comment when asked where the profits actually
go. Since the on-campus bookstore is owned
by the University, it is placed in a slightly
different situation than the two bookstores
located off-campus, which are privately
owned, Buckenmyer said.
"The profits we generate go into a reserve
fund, some of which is used for purchasing
new cash registers or equipment if we need
It. Some of it does go into the president's endowment fund," Buckenmyer said.
Off-campus bookstore profits are generated back into the business because they are
privately-owned businesses.
The standard procedure of each of the
three bookstores in Bowling Green is to buy
books back for 50 percent of the new retail
price of the book, although students said it
depends on when the book is returned.
The bookstores then resell them at threefourths of the new retail price.
Each bookstore purchases used texts that
will be used the following semester.

Japanese baseball examined
by Matthew Frsler
News staff writer
The crack of the bat and the
roar of the crowd may be never
be seen the same way again.
WBGU-TV will be broadcasting the world premiere of Basebail in Japan , a documentary,
tonight at 8 p.m.
The hour long program will examine how the sport of baseball
has become popular in Japan. It
will also examine the similarities
and differences it has with American baseball and its place in
Japanese culture and society.
The producer, director and
writer of the documentary is
Tony Howard. A lifelong fascination with baseball led him to investigate how the game was
played in Japan, as well as how
Japanese baseball reflects the
country's culture.
"The intent of the program was
to better the understanding of
Japan. We wanted to use something instead of something like
business to get across the culture
of Japan. We decided to use
baseball because it was something that people can easily understand," Howard said.

Research for the project started in September of 1992 and in
May of last year, they began
shooting footage in Japan.
"There were two teams which
allowed us to shoot footage when
we were in Japan, the teams from
Hiroshima and Han Shin," Howard said.

Among other things, the documentary features interviews
with American baseball players
who are playing with Japanese
teams. It also includes interviews
with Japanese managers and
players.
Included in the documentary is
footage of the days when Babe
Ruth played and interviews with
The program will trace the stars of American baseball.
roots of baseball in Japan and
The documentary also shows
discuss its importance in the how the customs of the Japanese
country today.
are reflected in society. It looks
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cityeditor
Gone are the days of old when one textbook would suffice for a
class. In today's information a«e, textbooks do not have the most
up-to-date information.
Course packet* are one way to cut the overall oo«t of textbook
price* Than an a number of advantage* of utilizing course
packet* rather than textbook*, or even jaing them as aupplementary material*.
The moat obvious advantage is speed. The typical turn around
time for a new edition of a textbook i* three years, especially In
the science and communications schools, where so much
change* month to month.
RexibUity la another advantage. Few textbooks, unless they
are written by the instructors, are complete enough to fill all of a
course's reojulrem en ts.
"Course packet* also give professor* control over the content
of what they teach. Profes*ors come to u* to design course packet* for them," said Kathy Crudete, nmnagm of A to Z Data, a
main source of course packet production In Bowling Green,
-lbs prices vary, but often they are much rhaapnr than textbook*, and definitely con tain more current information."
Because textbooks must be designed to reach • mass audience, they cannot be specialized.
Course packet* have been on the decline since a 1991 U.S. Disto obtain a publisher's written permission before selling course
packets which contain copyrighted material.
The decuuon successfully protect* copyright*, but has put a
severe damper on making course packets for proftisnun to utillin In ilm ilaisiusn
Perhaps one of the most appealing aspects of course packets ts
cost. A copy center needs to print only the number of copies it
intends to sell, and can even underestimate the run or produce
additional copies of material.
They also have fewer returns and no warehouse copies. Thus
course packet* can be priced significantly lower than textbooks.
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at how the Japanese deal with arguments and confrontations.
The documentary which is being aired on WBGU-TV can be
seen on Channel 27 for students
here at the University.
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Magazine
will sell
spring
edition
News staff writer
A University'* undergraduate fine art* magazine will be telling itt new
Spring 1994 edition, which
faaturea new additions and
a tribute to Helen Welmels,
a University student who
was struck and killed by a
train in December.
Prairie Margins contains
100 pages of pieces by 28
student writers and artists
compared to 60 to 70 pages
m past years. The cover
will include full color and
lamination this year, according to Jeff Sovich, editor of the publication.
Prairie Margins includes
a memorial dedication to
former editor Helen
Weimels. Welmels was a
long-time member of the
Prairie Margins staff and
had won numerous poetry
contests.
"She was a very talented
individual and a very great
person," Sovich said. "I
think this is a great way to
remember her," he said.
Her poems "A Letter to
Rich" and "Apology to a
Summer Solstice" will be
reprinted in the memorial
section.
Prairie Morfins can be
bought on the steps of the
MaaMfcaj building today.

Trash pick-up Walk-a-thon set to go
advice given Event will generate revenue to aid research
by David Coehrs
News staff writer
The city's Public Works Department has advice for students
awaiting its quarterly special
trash pick-up:
Get the collection dates
right and forget the refrigerators.
Heavy trash
collection for
one and twofamily residential units has
been scheduled
for May 6-13, said William Blair,
director of public works. Collection will progress by city district,
beginning with District I.
The special pick-up is designed
to collect household items considered too bulky or heavy for
city refuse trucks to handle,
Blair said. Such items include
furniture, bedding and appliances.
However, appliances that use
freon no longer will be picked up,
Blair said. Items containing the
coolant, such as refrigerators,
freezers and air conditioners, are
now handled by individuals statecertified to handle its disposal.
The city also has no authorization to collect building
materials, grass clippings, rocks
or brush, said Cheryl Schaller,
administrative secretary. Those
items can be taken directly to the
Wood County landfill on Tontogany Road, where a fee is
charged.
A separate brush collection
will take place in June.

Schaller said items must be
placed on the curb alongside the
resident's weekly trash before 7
am. the day of collection. They
should not be placed curbside before S p.m. the previous day, she
added.
She said apartment complexes
serviced by private waste management companies will not
receive the special trash collection.
She advised students graduat-

"We have a problem
with students who
wait to put their trash
on the curb until two
days after
graduation, when the
pick-up is over."
Cheryl Schaller, administrative secretary.
ing in May who will receive the
service to set out their household
trash on time
"We have a problem with students who wait to put their trash
on the curb until two days after
graduation, when the pick-up is
over," she said.
The special trash collection
sometimes holds surprises for
refuse collectors, according to
Paul Thiebaut, public works
superintendent.
"Years ago, I heard a crew
picked up a Volkswagen," he
said.

by Almia Lewis
News contributing writer

The northwest Ohio branch of
the March of Dimes Birth
Defects Foundation once again
host its annual walk-a-thon to
raise money for research to have
healthier babies and protect
against birth defects.
The 20-kilometer Toledo Walk
America will begin at 9 am. at
the Lucas County Recreational
Center and end at 3 p.m. at the
Lucas County Fairgrounds.
This 20 km walk-a-thon will be
used to combat birth defects. The
walk will have four checkpoints
with refreshments and treats,
participant prizes and a "hoopla
picnic," including clowns, costumed characters, entertainment, goodies and prizes, said
Diana Hersch, division director
of the March of Dimes northwest
Ohio branch.
"Money will be funded toward
research, community service,
education and advocacy,"
Hersch said.
Anyone interested in the walka-thon can participate. Teams for

the walk are now forming. People
of five can form teams or a person may walk by himself or herself, Hersch said.
"The Unversity of Toledo and [
the University] have several
fraternities, sororities and teams
participating," she said.
The participants are encouraged to give donations or have a

Diana Hersch, division director of March of Dimes
sponsor. Some of the sponsors
this year will Include WTVG
TV-13, Sprint Cellular, the
Kroger Co. and others.
"Our goal is $150,000 to raise in
Toledo. A fair percent stays in
the area for grants for research
and educational progarams,"
Hersch said.
One of the new attractions this

byJimitCirpitiHr
News contributing writer
For the 20th consecutive year, the University
will host Its annual State Fire School next montta.
The wecUong program, which will take place
from May 9 to May 13, will be attended by some
600 members of fire departments statewide. It
is one of the largest fire schools in the country,
according to Terry Kirkpatrick, coordinator of

The school, which began in 1930, provides
high quality training on a statewide basis that
participants can take back to their local departments, Kirkpatrick said.
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people should support events like
the March of Dimes Walk because funding has been decreasing for these organizations in recent years.
"The March of Dimes has assisted people of all agencies,
many hospitals and public health
agencies with information and
services," she said.

BG will host fire school

"It has been one of our goals to have 600 people, and this year we are going to have It," Kirkpat rick said.
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Jeanne Wright, University
health education director, said

"Our goal is $150,000 to raise in Toledo. A
fair percent stays in the area for grants for
research and educational progarams. Money
will be funded toward research, community
service, education and advocacy."

the state fire school.

GRRENBRIAR INC.
HAS

year will be the mini-walk - a
shorter walk - which begins at
noon. A pony walk will include
pony rides near the finish line for
children who cannot make the
journey and just want to have
fun.

Return to 28 West Hall

The school offers 33 one-week courses, according to Joyce Kepke, campus coordinator for
the fire school.
"Some courses are for officers, some are for
arson Inspection and prevention, some are for
industrial fire brigades and quite a few are on
rescue techniques," Kepke said. "A series of
emergency medical service courses and a paramedic refresher course are also offered.'"
The State Fire School is sponsored by the University along with the Department of Public
Safety, the Department of Commerce and the
Division of Emergency Medical Services in cooperation with the State Fire Marshal's Of nee.
The Ohio Department of Education and the
Division of Vocation and Career Education also
help finance the event. ■
For more information on the State Fire School
and the courses offered, call Joyce Kepke at
372-8181.
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Control the key Bengals high on 'Big Daddy'
for BG pitchers
by Rutty Miller
The Associated Press

by Marty Fuller
News sports writer

Accuracy is a crucial aspect
of baseball, especially for the
guys on the mound.
Monday afternoon the guy
on the mound for the Falcons
was Bob Reichow, who showed
Youngstown State his pinpoint accuracy. Reichow held
the Penguins to two runs on
only three hits as the Falcons
downed YSU, 5-2, in the front
end of a twin bill.
"Bob was in total command
- he had great stuff - he was
nothing short of tremendous,"
head caoch Danny Schmitz
said. Reichow retired the first
five batters he faced before
giving op a ground ball single
that took a hop over second
baseman Mark Tomallo's
head.
In the third, Reichow gave
up a lead-off triple that eventually turned into the Penguins' first run.
Between the fourth and seventh innings, Reichow put
away nine consecutive batters
before Mike Caggiano stepped
up to the plate. With a full
count, Caggiano placed a Reichow pitch on what appeared
to be the third-base line. Instead of a possible double, the
home-plate umpire called the
ball foul. After some bickering, Caggiano came back to
the plate, took one more pitch
from Reichow, and deposited
it in the trees over the rightfield wall.
The single mistake didn't
mean much as Relchow's
pitching was backed up with
enough BG offense.
Leadoff man, Tony Gill, was
on base three times after a
2-for-2 effort that included a
walk, a single and a double.
Gill scored twice and was left
stranded on third once.
"Tony had an outstanding
game - we have two of the
best centerfielders around
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"Their [Stalker and Mast]
location was not there - it was
definitely off. Right now
they're not as sharp as they
need to be," Schmitz said.
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Wendy Hunter
Many Fedyk
Carrie Post
& Nikki Rees
Chrissie Marias
& Holly McKenzie
Lynne Reiner
Jen O'Rourke
Missy Campagha
Jodi Spencer
Chelsea Tewel
Amy Jo Hawes

Laura Nemecek
Christy Owens
Cheryl Patteson
Shannon Streicher
Karen Suter
Casey Upham
April Vene
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Every Wednesday in April,
free coffee and cinnamon rolls
.-£$
s
will be served in the Bowl 'N Greenery «S
from 8:00 a.m. to 10:00 a.m. (whilesupplies last).

Little

Big

1

Good Morning, Commuters!

Wake up and smell the

Welcome to the, Ti 'Beta (Phi famikj
®w andLiCs
Mandy Chivington
Nicole Lake
Jen Laurie
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This week's hosts are:
Parking It Traffic and Campus Safsty & Sacurily

liach week :i different campus office will be hosling Hood Morning. Commuters! These
offices will lie on hand to answer your questions and ask your opinion'.

Come alone or bring a friend!!
P
1
E
E
I1B<I>
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LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
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Please Rank (1-10)
4 Non Blonds
Smashing Pumpkins
Ace of Base

9 month, 12 month, and Summer Leases Available

Inner Circle

STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E. WOOSTER

354-2260
__

Please Rank (1-10)
__

Jeff Dunham
Judy Tcnuta
Paula Poundstone
Bobcat Goldthwail

Gin Blossoms

Pam Stone

Tori Amos

Carrot Top

Counting Crows

Dennis Leary

Cranberries

George Carl in

Indigo Girls

Elaine Boozier

They Might Be Giants

Dennis Miller

Other

Other

Please return completed surveys lo the UAO Office 330
Union by April 29.
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UAO Brings Acts To BGSU!
Who Do You Want?

over 500 units with SUPER locations

(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

M

"I wish I had more of a choice
of where I spend the rest of my
life and raise a family," he said.
"I've done my part, working out
and proving myself. Now it's up
to the teams: either pick me or
trade up for me."
Wherever he goes, he'll go in
style.

*P"v yU "Vj

Mast couldn't keep BG close
though. In his two-andtwo-thirds innings, Mast was
lit up for four runs on four
hits. His outing included two
hit batsmen and two batsmen
hitting him deep.

1 lli<I>

of the Big Ten title.
Then, during a tryout for NFL
scouts at Ohio State in March,
Wilkinson put on a show.
"It was a spectacle," Ohio State
defensive coordinator Bill Young
recalls. "He looked like an outside linebacker running over
those bags. It was astounding."

COLUMBUS, Ohio - "Big Daddy" Dan Wilkinson was a fat
high-school kid with dwindling
college prospects and an iffy future.
Three years later, many believe he will be the No.l pick In
Sunday's NFL draft.
Wilkinson Jumped right off the
He bought himself a new
"He's one of the top three dechart in terms of potential. Sud- Toyota Landcruiser because it
fensive linemen in the last decdenly the Bengals were being was a comfortable fit. He plans to
ade," said ESPN draft analyst
courted by several suitors for the buy his mother a new house in
MelKiperJr.
No. 1 pick
Dayton. His father died when he
"When there's a guy like him
was a freshman in high school.
who only comes along once every
The Bengals have listened po- And he's making plans to buy a
10 years or so, you've got to go
litely. Meanwhile, they have re- place in Columbus so he can work
after him," Phoenix Cardinals
portedly begun contract negotia- toward his degree in the offseacoach Buddy Ryan said last
tions with Wilkinson's agent, son, and a place wherever he
week.
Leigh Steinberg.
ends up playing.
The life he has lived for the
last 21 years and one month will
cease to exist. The transformation which brought him to this
point is equally abrupt.
"It's weird," said Wilkinson,
who announced in January he
would forgo his last two years of
eligibility at Ohio State. "A couple of years ago, I would be look- I I
ing at the draft every year and
wonder what it would be like.
Now to think I might be No.l.
"It's real crazy. I'm mixed up
» i ■ every time they mention my
name as No.l."
He should be mixed up, so
rapid has been his transit from
promising high school senior to
what he is today. Saddled with
poor test scores as an offensive
and defensive lineman at Dayton's Dunbar High School, a lot of
schools looked at his speedy and
nimble 347 pounds and could only
whistle. Then they looked at losing him for a year to Prop 48 and
they shook their heads.
Ohio State coach John Cooper
was in a position to wait. Fresh
from a humiliating 23-11 loss to
17-point underdog Air Force in
the Liberty Bowl to end the 1990
season. Cooper wasn't having a
vintage year recruiting in the
Buckeye state.
APptMWMarfcHjJI
He liked what he saw in the big
kid with the big smile. And was
willing to hold a scholarship until Former Buckeye Dan Wilkinson pressure Michigan State quarterback Jim Miller [16] during a game
Wilkinson got the qualifying test last season. Wilkinson Is expected to be the first player chosen in Sunday's NFL draft
score. It was worth the wait
It wasn't until the second week
of July In 1991 - five months

with Gill and [Eddie] Standifer," Schmitz said. With the
Falcons up 3-1 in the fourth,
leftfielder Jerome Kynard
spanked his first home run of
the season out of Steller Field
to give Reichow a little more
breathing room. Reichow enjoyed the lead and completed
the game to go 2-2 on the year.
"We played a real solid first
game," Schmitz said. "We
played good, sound, fundamental baseball."
In the second contest, the
Falcon pitching staff's accuracy was absent. YSU belted
nine runs off of Falcon pitchers to outlast BG 9-5. The split
moved the Falcons' record to
16-10 (7-S in the MAC), while
the Penguins' record went to
10-16.
Southpaw Scott Stalker
started the game for BG but
never really got on track. In
two-and-a-third innings. Stalker was rocked for five runs
on five hits. He also walked
three Penguins while only
whiffing two. Stalker was given the hook after he gave up a
grand slam on an 0-2 pitch to
Jason Triveri.
Enter Brad Mast, BG leader
in saves this year. Mast was
greeted with a downtown blast
from Monte Morris, who put
the Penguins ahead 6-0.
After struggling in the first
game, Rob Kallage edged the
Falcons closer with a threerun dinger in the bottom of the
third.
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after most top athletes and the
latest Cooper has ever signed a
player - that Wilkinson got a
favorable test score and put his
name on a letter of intent.
"Once you got him in here, he
lit you up," Cooper said. "He had
a vertical Jump of 30 inches. And
when we started running, it was
obvious the guy was special, because he weighed 330 pounds and
could run."
After shedding the weight to
get to 300 pounds during a redshirt year, he talked Cooper into
letting him play defense. He
started as a defensive tackle the
next fall and showed flashes of
greatness. Last season, he posted
13 tackles for a loss and two
sacks as Ohio State won a share
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Browns hoping Jalen headed to the NBA
to sign Griffin
by Harry Atkins
The Associated Press

The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - The Cleveland
Browns have reached a deal with
former San Francisco 49ers cornerback Don Griffin.
"We're bringing him in
tomorrow for a physical and
hopefully a contract signing,"
Kevin Byrne, the Browns' vice
president for public relations,
said Tuesday. "We have a tentative verbal agreement right now
with his agent."
Griffin, a 6-foot, 176-pounder
who started eight season! for San
Francisco at right cornerback,
talked with the Browns last year.
The Middle Tennessee State
product had five interceptions in
1992.
"We talked to him a year ago,
when he had been waived by the
49ers, but they had made an
agreement to bring him back and
we couldn't persuade him to
come to Cleveland," Byrne said.
"We got him, we just got him a
year later."

Mike Lombardi, the director of
personnel for the Browns, was
with the 49ers when they selected Griffin In the sixth round of
the 1986 draft.
Byrne said no problems were
anticipated from Wednesday's
scheduled physical.
Byrne said the Browns planned
from the beginning of the offseason to pursue improvements
at two positions - tight end and
cornerback. The Browns have
since signed tight end Walter
Reeves from the Phoenix Cardinals and traded for cornerback
Donald Frank from the San Diego
Chargers.
"Now. hopefully. Griffin will
be another corner," Byrne said.
With the Griffin deal, the
Browns ostensibly enter Sunday's draft with the tight end and
cornerback situation eased. But
Byrne said the team doesn't go
into the draft Intending to plug
holes.

Dallas looking
to keep Harper
PITTSBURGH - The Pittsburgh Steelers' offer sheet was
still on the table Monday, but
Dallas Cowboys receiver Alvin
Harper wasnt signing.
"There's nothing to report at
all," Steelers spokesman Dan
Edwards said. "Frankly, we don't
expect to hear anything, but we'll
wait and see."
The Steelers had offered Harper $4 million for three years. He
reportedly wants $5 million. The
deadline to sign free agents was
midnight Monday.
Harper's other option was going back to the Cowboys, then
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becoming an unrestricted free
agent in 1995.
If he signs a long-term contract. Cowboys owner Jerry
Jones said he'd make it more lucrative than the $866,000 offered
by Dallas for next season.
"We've got to be realistic about
what we can do," Jones told the
Fort Worth Star-Telegram on
Sunday night. "But we're willing
to discuss any possibility that
gives us the most talent for the
totals that keep us under the salary cap."
Another possibility is Dallas
trading the receiver.
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ANN ARBOR, Mich. - The
Fab Five was reduced to two
Tuesday as Jalen Rose, following in the footsteps of Chris
Webber and Juwan Howard,
announced he will leave Michigan early to enter the NBA
draft
That leaves only Jimmy
King and Ray Jackson - the
two Texans - from the talented freshman class recruited three years ago. Webber is a rookie with the Golden
State Warriors, and Howard
announced Monday he was
turning pro.
"I thought about my teammates and the passionate love
we have for each other," Rose
said. "This has been my
dream, and now I'm getting a
chance to go for it. I think this
is the best thing for me at this
time."
The Fab Five went to the
NCAA final game in 1992 before losing to Duke. In 1993,
they again played for the
national championship, but
lost to North Carolina after
Webber's infamous 'timeout"
call.
This season, without Webber, the Wolverines lost to Ar-

by JOB Kay
The Associated Press
CINCINNATI - The Cincinnati
Reds were stunned by Reggie
Sanders' five-game suspension
Monday for charging the mound
during Pedro Martinez's no-hit
bid last week.
Len Coleman, in his first action
as National League president,
also fined the outfielder an undisclosed amount. Sanders appealed, delaying the penalty.
Reds general manager Jim
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Michigan's Jalen Rose takes a shot during a game against Kentucky.
Rose announced Tuesday that he Is entering the NBA draft.

Bowden expected a lesser punishment.
"I think Len Coleman, being in
his first year as the National
League president, wants to make
his first move a very strong one,"
Bowden said.
"He wanted to
send a message
to all players in
the National
League.
"But I think
the penalty Is
too severe for
the actions. ... I
think based on
past preceSanders
dents, this is the most severe
suspension for that type of action
in a long time."
Reds first baseman Hal Morris
got a three-game suspension last
year for charging the mound and
tackling Cleveland pitcher Jose
Mesa, who threw over his head
during a spring training game.
The last NL players suspended
for five games was San Diego
pitcher Andy Benes, who hit
Colorado's Alex Cole with a pitch
last Sept. 2a

Coleman declined to discuss
the suspension, which evidently
was so severe because of the circumstances.
"His main point was that the
pitcher was throwing a perfect
game and there's no way he purposely was going to hit the batter," said Bowden, who talked to
Coleman on Monday.
Martinez was pitching a perfect game in the eighth Inning
last Wednesday in Montreal
when he hit Sanders on the elbow
with an 0-2 fastball. Sanders ran
to the mound and tackled Martinez, clearing the benches.
Martinez lost his no-hitter
when Brian Dorsett singled in
the ninth. The Reds scored twice
in the ninth to tie it at 2, but the
Expos won it with a run in the
bottom of the inning.
Sanders didn't return a telephone message Monday, an offday for the Reds. He said last
week that he didn't anticipate a
suspension.
"If they look at the tape of the
whole game, I don't think I'll get
suspended," Sanders said Friday.
"He's an inside pitcher, and I

think that's his game. He just
kept pitching inside. It bothered

"I think Len
Coleman, being in his
first year as the
National League
president, wants to
make his first move a
strong one."
Reds CM Jim Bowden
me that he threw at my head."
Martinez brushed Sanders
back in his two previous at bats
with high, inside pitches.
Sanders will be allowed to play
during the appeal, which likely
will be heard May 20.
"It's a very, very rare case
when discipline of this amount is
imposed and an appeal is not
filed to enable an assessment of
all the circumstances," said
Eugene Orza, associate general
counsel of the Major League
Baseball Players Association.
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Rose, a 6-foot-8, 210-pound
guard, ranks 17th in career
NCAA tournament scoring
with 250 points. He was named
to the 1992 All-Tournament
team and the 1993 West Regional team. This season he
was one of 16 finalists for the
John R Wooden Award.
Rose, a boyhood pal of Webber, came to Michigan after
leading Detroit Southeastern
to the state championship. He
ranks sixth on the Wolverines'
career scoring list with 1,788
points for a 17.S average.

Suspension stuns Sanders

CaraNudi
Heather Palmer
Dana Savarda
Renee Scheske
Wendy Schueller
Tracy Somolcs
Lisa Taglarina
Stephanie Walker
Jami Weirauch*
Mamie Welsh*
Jennifer Woodrey

Leah Breckstein
Beth Burden
Elisa Clevenger
Carolyn Cobb
Jen Doll
Bridget Dwyer
Julie First
Brooke Grandusky
Amy Gross
Jodie Lewis*
Rhonda McG nee

kansas in the Midwest Regional final.
"For us, it's like a legacy
that will never be forgotten."
Rose said. "The year before I
got here, Michigan was playing in the NIT. The next year,
we were playing for the NCAA
championship.
"This will be great for every
freshman that ever comes
here now. They will want a
chance to play."
Rose was asked if he had
any regrets about the Fab Five
era
"I wouldn't do anything
different," be said. "We did so
many things as a team. If I
could change anything, I'd
have cut down the nets twice."
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Don't Miss World Renowned Research Biologist

EARTH DAY SPEAKER

Dr. James P. LucLwiq

LOSS
Jam
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BGSU FOOD OPERATIONS

is SEEKING wnsirarruDENTS ONLY
TO WORK DURING'T^HESUMMER.

Dr. Lud wig is now engaged in researching the global distribution of
organo-halogen contaminants using albatrosses as the ocean surface samplers.
He has centered his recent activities on Midway Island in the Pacific Ocean. His
research on colonial shore birds in the Great Lakes basin has been cited in films
and print for more than 20 years. His studies have identified the extent of PCB
and DDT contamination of Great Lakes species.

Wednesday, April 20,7:30 p.m. Room 1007
Business Administration Building
FREE AND THE PUBLIC IS INVITED
Sponsored by the Environmental Action Group
The Center for Environmental Programs
The Canadian Studies Program
Funds provided by: Canadian Studies Grant Program
Thi Canadian Embassy

I

CURRENT STUDENT EMPLOYEES J
EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE JUNE 7u-xAUGUST 13.
NEW STUDENTS:
EMPLOYMENT AVAILABLE JUNE 11-19 6c JUNE 25-JULY2.
I TO APPLY*
BEGINNING APRIL 5 YOU CAN PICK UP AN APPLICATION AT
ANY OF THE FOLLOWING LOCATIONS:
o COMMONS DINING CENTER
e DOWNUNDER
e FOUNDERS DINING CENTER
0 HARSHMAN DINING CENTER
oGALLEY
o KREISCHER DINING CENTER
O MCDONALD DINING CENTER
,_—__ __.__„
e STUDENT EMPLOYMENT - 450 £WUTSERVICE8
©FOOD OPERATIONS CENTRAL OFFICE - 200 CENTREZ BLDG.
QUESTIONS:
CALL BARBARA ERISMAN
O 372-7938
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Rugby wins eighth
title in nine years
by Carl Larlccia
News contributing writer
The Bowling Green rugby
team scratched and clawed its
way to its second tournament
championship in only eight
days by winning the college division of the Ohio Rugby Tournament in Columbus. The Falcon ruggers defeated Muskingham College 10-0 in the final
to win their eighth college division title in nine years.
The 45-team tournament featured divisions ranging from
high school to over-40 squads.
"There are five fields of solid rugby going from 9 to S each
day," commented BG captain
Doug Slagle. "It gave us a
chance to show off our program to the high school
players."
The Falcons put their best
foot forward as they beat Ohio
State 264, Ohio Wesleyan 7-5,
Ken yon College 21-0 and Muskingham 10-0 to take the Ohio
title. That also made a total of
eight games in only eight days
for BG and by Sunday's final
the wear and tear began to
show.
"Extreme fatigue was resulting in minor Joint and muscle
sprains," said Falcon head
coach Roger Mazzarella By
Sunday's final, mental errors
had begun to plague the Falcons as well.
"Scheduling the MAC and
the Ohio's on consecutive
weekends is just too much rug-

by," said Mazzarella
Bowling Green wasted no
time in the first match against
Ohio State. Fullback Jeff Wagner, center Devon Dickinson,
wing Scott Anderson and lock
Norm Knippen each scored
tries in the first period of play
to quickly put the match out of
reach of the Buckeyes.
"It was the typically brutal
OSU-BG match," Mazzarella
said. "We just caught them
back their heals the first 20
minutes and then kept them
there," Mazzarella added.
Wagner also converted three
of his four kicks as BG
defeated the Buckeyes 26-0.
In the second match, BG and
Ohio Wesleyan slugged it out to
a 0-0 tie until there was only
two minutes left in the match
The Bishop's Sri Lanken Hanker scored a try to give his
team an apparent 5-0 lead.
But with time expired, BG's
Jeff Wagner took off on a
twisting, sideline to sideline
tour of the field that gave
nearly every Bishop defender
a shot of him. All of them
missed and Wagner downed
the ball under the posts for the
tying try. Wagner's conversion
then put BG on top with a 7-5
victory.
Against Kenyon, wing Bruce
Broad scored on a pair of tries
and Wagner chipped in another
as well as three conversions to
give the Falcons a 21-0 win in
the semi-finals.
Playing against small college

Moeller honored
by Steve Wlldman
News sports writer
Yesterday, junior team-captain
Jane Moeller was named MAC
Scholar Athlete of the Week and
MAC Track Athlete of the Week
"It was quite a surprise but it is
a great honor," Moeller said.
Moeller is able to juggle the
roles of student and athlete like a
circus performer. Even with all
the hours spent training and
travelling to meets, Moeller still
manages to keep a 3.6 grade point
average.

"It is hard to find the time, but
it's something that I have to
do,"she said
Moeller beat her old record in
the 100-meter hurdles by running
a time of 13.97 Sunday at Miami.
"I was really excited. I knew I
ran a good time but I didn't think
it was in the 13 's," Moeller.
Moeller usually competes in
four of five events each meet.
"It keeps me from getting
bored,"she said.

power Muskingham, BG found
out that "small" doesn't necessarily mean "less talented."
With a large portion of its football team using rugby as a
spring practice, the Falcons
found that what Muskingham
lacked in technique they more
than made up in desire and
sheer will.
Facing an enthusiastic defense, the Brown and Orange's
ball carriers frequently found
the ball and several Muskingham defenders all arriving
at the same instant.
"They certainly did a nice
job of knocking us out of our
normal style of play," said
Mazzarella.
BG flanker Dan Kelley
scored the game's only try
when he and wing Scott Anderson isolated a single Muskingham defender on the sideline. Wagner's conversion
made it 7-0 BG. A late game
Wagner penalty kick padded
BG's lead as the Falcons won
10-0.
The Falcons end their season
with a 21-4 record. Last weekend also marked the final
selection of players to the Ohio
Collegiate All-Star team. Forty
players will be picked to represent Ohio against the other
state teams from the Midwest
in a tournament in Indianapolis, I rid.. April 30. Those surviving the Midwest cut will become eligible for Ail-American
status at another t ryout in California in early June.

Reger Mazzarella

BG lock Ron Thome snags a lineout ball as BG won tbe College Division of the Ohio Championships last
weekend.
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CAMPUS EVENTS
• O.l.E.A. BOWL-A-THON •
to Friday April 22 from 7pm - 10pm m the Union
OowlrvjAiey.OoodLucal
•O.S-t*. P1CHICam invited B the OSEA
HjjaJi
Wh^-BG dry Par*
When: Set. Aprf 23
Tima: Ipm-Spm
-pieeee bring a covered dish.
Hope B aaa you then tor
tottoHoodAlunll
Bowing Oraan
Maooornpuar Uaara
Introduces ma Power PC
From Appaa Compirtar
7:00 PM Wednesday. Aprl 20
oasOvarmanrM
PubacewHad
FOf InlOfHlaaWOfl CM I
iMfclM Wall TTT Till

•' EN VI RON M ENTA L ACTION G ROUP ■ •
Jambol Bonjourl Quran Togl Shatornl
Han ya, here ye: Earth Day hit cornel
In front ol the Union today. nop by A char* out:
-Ramloreetdea»uc»Dn A hamburgers
-Dolphins Adnlt nets
- Vegetarian*™ va. Big Maca
-The SlyioSolve styrotoem eating machine
-And much, much moral
Al EAQara. thanks ao much tor caring B make
a diflerence in thia apashatc world ol oura.
Children yet B be bom thank you tor at least

aa

IMS AUTO EXPO
Union Oval-April 21 B 22
Sponaored by Pi Sigma Epalon

Coma |oin ual The Vat annual 'Walk tor tie
Eanti* happens at noon on Sunday. April 24.
beginning at tie toodatf stadium parigng tot.
From there we all make our way B the Wood
land Mall which w« be ce worsting aa wa arrival
Don't worry about transportation home because a shuttle wH be avalable. No lee required but 115 geta you a T-thirt A a vote tor
your favome envvonmen-aJ organization that
you would «• B have prootade donated B.
Sign up during BGSVe Earth Day Celebration
on Aprt 20 torn 10 00 am 2 00 pm at the "Nature Raaarva- boon In tie union Oval. Coma
one. oome all - And help "Put the Green In
Bowing Oreen-ll
duelMAL JUSTICE ORO ANtZATION
Dawn James from the Office ol Personnel
Manager"em wti be the guest apeaker at t>
rsghrs moetng. Last meeting ol the Semesteri
Come out end show your eupoort Tonight. 307
Henna. OflOpm.
SARTHOAV tWeSin; COMMIT
Featuring: Surrounded by Jsds. Unman.
Sprat Anomaly, Pass). A The Kind.
Where: HoaareTaCkBH
VVhen:Wedrieedev,April20©»O0pm
Pieeamed by Envkonrnental Acton Group
LAOA • LAOA • LAQA • LAOA • LAOA
The anal mealing ol 1st Leebian t Gay AAV
anoa wet be ffva Thuredaw at 8:30 pm m tie
Uni M Chris nan Fefowahip Can a. (Comer ol
Thuman A Fudge). Al gay. leebian. 1 bisexual
members of the communy an welcome,
along af *• auctioning hetsroaeiuils. The
meeing la Me. dtocreeon assured Thenka B
Matthew. Peter, Cats/, a Jail ex being oncers
He) eaw. S cengraaito*ona B Christ/, Todd,
Mariana, a Paw- B4-8S offlotra.
Onega Pre Alpha
CAR WASH
April 24,12:00-4 00
Betwidl»MAmB4»w.onWooaier

146 MOUTH MAIN • BOWUNG GREEN

WOttW M COMtauaacATtONa
Last meeting al the eemeaatr Bntghd 730 pm
In 104 BA Kethy Kac*. P.P. Dtrecter ton
WTOaTatatoTVealbathatpaalar

Free Lecture
B A LDUAR VELAtOUEZ preeident ol FLOC.
farm labor organizing committee
NAFTA: AN ALTERNATIVE LABOR PERSPECTIVE
Thursday April 21, 7 pm, West Ham 21
Sponaored by tottrnadonei RelatJone Org., Lalino Student Union. Pi Sigma Alpha, and PcJin
calScsVicadapailrnant
FRIENDS OF THE DEAF
ELECTONSM
Wednesday, April 20th
353Ed.F3ldg al9 00pm
tUECTIONail
Good Morning. Commutersi
Good Morning. Commutera I
Good Morning. Commuter.i
Wad., 4/20 torn too am - 1000 am m me
Bowl -H Greenery, enjoy tree oaMaa A etnnemon nae fwhie euppeee last) Rape, from
the Pasting a Treffle and Caatpua Safety a
Security al be on hand B anewer qua* torn A
dlecutt their tarvicoe
Interested m organizing a positive counter KKK
raaV caetbiatng diversity' Coma B Rm. 101
BAThura.Apri2ifrom»pmB'i P"1
LAOA
Leebian and Gay Altanee
Maatnga even; Thursday
•aOPMatUCF
Corrwrc^ThursanABidge
PRAJRC MARGMS' ON SALE TOOAVI
Education BldgStope
Only COO
Stjp by She CSO Booth today t hnd out some
real tten about the Earth! Also. I eel free »
slop by tor a tplendKl game of CROOUETi Today. 1*0 pm. University Hal. Sponaored by
The Conservative Student Organization

CITY EVENTS

ate.

at. Pre

•.aitn Law

Whet really happened in I WO when
over 100 people —a aneattdaia
Bowling Green Bock Party 7

REGGAE-The ARK Band
Thura. April 21 end 20
S.O.P..170E.Wooeier

Madneee, Frenzee, a the Law

SERVICES OFFERED

What realty happened In 1000when100
people were enaalad al a
Bowsing Green Block Perty?
Could N happen again?

ATTENTION STUDENTS"
Ltncartain where you wit Ind employment after
graduation or summer break? Call:
(410)537-7327 24hrt a day, tor an amazing nscorded meeaage that reveaJs details.
PREGNANT?
We can help. FREE A CONFIDENTIAL pregnancy tests, support A information BG Pregnancy Canter. Cel 354-HOPE
SKYDIVE B.G. opening tor classes Saturday
April 18. Season opening special First|ump
course through Apni only fiOO each. Visa A
Mas ssreard 352 5200.
Will do typing
SIJIsjMI
Call VJCkl 352 3358
Word Procaaelng - Resumes Term Papers
Thesis, Dssenationa on Later Prsiter.
Cell 352-8705 (0-0).

PERSONALS
• GAMMA PH BET A BALLOON SALE •
Let someone know you think
tvjy'ia grew with a bououeiof
baaoona G Phi B Balloon Sale
Mon. Apr. 10-Tit*. Apr. 21
Delivery on Apnl 23'
•1 be loon
75
•3beloone... 1 75
•Sbaloone.. 2.75
■ebaaoona...3 75
-lObaSooni 4 50
■ Boucuen must be delivered to the Same pereonl Tables are at Math Science A Education
buldinot 10am ■ 4pm. Sea you thenl
•GAMMA PHI BETA BALLOON SALE'
• PU 'PM •nM'HM
Man.
Thar*, tor an awaeoma Una at Blend
PI Phi Love,
Aprl
•PU'PUI 'FIJI 'FIJI

Could it happen again?
Watch a special 3 pan eenes
on BO 24 Newell

SAVwM THE BEST PON LABT...

■lejntersjWltVitltarAprtM*

BETA 100.1004

Up on Weed Catsst 24 al aao pm
Reports at 1030 pm A 730 am

...feOTWNO ELSE EVEN OOMEB CLOaEI

Watch a apacUi 1 part eerlee on BO 24

Beginning Wednesday, Apr- 20th
Live on Wood Cable 24 al 5.30 pm
Raporta al 10:30 pm A 7:30 am

FALL PART-TIME JOBM
I8.50mour In BO I
Manufacturing Bmi needs atudenta
Bwork
10am 1 pmMFOfi
1 pm 4 pm M-F
Must wort same emit Mon. tvu Fri.
Slop by Coop. 238 Admin, a apply

INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: M. W. OPEN
GOLF TOURNAMENT - APfll 20 ENTRIES
DUE BY 4:00 PM M 130 FIELD HOUSE ON
DUE DATE.
IVTRAMURAL FORFEIT FEES ALL FORFEIT FEES MUSTBE PICKED UP BY
WEDNESDAY. MAY 4. 1004. YOU MUST
BRING YOUR RECEIPTS. ALL SPORTS
WILL BE FWISHED BY APRIL 20. 1004 THIS
WCIUDES FRATERNITY DEPOSITS.
JOEL EDWARD PRUOEN CHARITY BALL
Aprl 28.7-11 pm
112/panton or 120/couple
L en hart Grand Ballroom
tickets told vtl -4/l5Educ Bug.
4/18-4V22Ureon
Proceeds donated B Precaxje Boy Fund
in honor ol Joels bone ma/row transplant
AZD " AZD • AZU • AZD ' AZD • AZD
TittenytLana.
I hope you ere parched 'cauae Apnl 22 is Big-ur nightl So collect al of you dues A soon you
wll tee )utt how lun A escrOng your new big Ml
A2D-A7JJ-AZD-A4P-AZD-A2D

GREAT FOOD A GOOD T»*£S AT CAMPUS
PCUYEVES. STOP tt A ENTE TO WIN A
TREK 000 MOUNTIAN BKE. DAIY SPECIALS A BUFFET. 440 E. COURT
toe Beer Happy Hours
Wedneeday A Thuredey al night
Friday. Saturday 4-0 pm. Sunday all night
Alpha Phi-Alpha Phi-Alpha Ph,
Beta to coming A we're going out
wehabangl
AXO-KARPtAGNEWAXO
Congratutotona on being elected most creetve, moat enthusiastic, a eepacaaty DREAM
GIRLi You an oefrmtoly the ideal Alpha Chi.
Your HM de»tcation. A poaMva enJude have
made e rtflerencei our house and m our Ivel
Wave proud ol your aocomokshments A leal
lur«y to be pan ol your namly.
LITB
AllvaonAKeren
A2D' AZD * AZD' A2D * AZO' AZD
The attwM ol Alpha 10 Dana would Hw to congiat thoee who made our Beta 500 Teem I:
Chriaton Barnaby
TManyHel
Stacey Heminge.
HolyVidounk
We wish you luck Awe behind you all lie wayl

A2D'AZP-AZD'A2D'AZD'AZD
AGOAGOAGO
We may not have won
but we played Fair i li
Conaaaaaaone on Spirit Award.
Thanks for a Great Time
Your Phi&g Coach
PHSajPrsSajPIHSal

ALL-YOU-CAN-EAT

April 19-20-21
>
4:30-6:301 M

$6.95

The BG News

Classifieds
page ten

Wednesday, April 20,1994
Summer Sublet eat Needed
La I Mm Aft ON, MAC, peel
VMeeeOnen Apt*. J84-J6U

WANTED:
BGSU ULTIMATE FRIS8EE TOURNAMENT
SAT.. APR*. 23. 9 30 AM M.W DIVISIONS.
ENTRY FEE 820TEAM ENTRES DUE BY
WED. 4/20. FOR MORE NFO. CALL SCOTT
2*10.

KNOWLEDGEABLE sntiuaiaanc. energetic,
studena to Wumm u peer group te*won
lor Pre-Reg. 1994 Pick-up an application u
the oti-Campue Student Center. 10S D
Moeeley Hall. or call (419)3 72- 2573

■OTT • iOTT • SOTT • §077

Ml be returned by
Af»9oMloi
Friday, April 2«th.

THE K5T HAS YET TO COME

KTA100,1994

COOP STUDENTS 11
N you have net secured a eummer peemon
by the end el Ihe eemeUer, ptoaea atop by
Hie Co-op office end ■> out ■ FALL MFO
SHEET. TMe arM enable ua to eenleol you
after yeu leave eampua lor any laal minute
eummer eeeMone or tor eoaaltxa Fall peSV
Hone.

summer SuHeeiem Neededl
Great houM on comer ecrou from Merk'e end
Founden). Rent neg. Cell 353-5464
Warned: 1 roommata tar next year. Own bedroom, rjnly 2 roommaiee. turn Only $i55/mo
352*089 or 36*352*. Ask lor Save or Her*.

"One la.-"
A Journey ki Song
Si. Thomaa More
MUMC Group Concert
Friday al 6 00 pm

DUDUDU

EAPM960orjr more weekly
stufting envelopes at home.
Send tang BASE to: Couney
Living Shoppers. Deal. U1.
PO. Box 1779. Danham Springe.
LA 70727.

HELP WANTED

WANTED

COLLEGE PRO PAINTERS
II now hiring paintora to work in
Cleveland HeighovSouth Euclid area

• TWO SLIMMER SUBLEASERS WANTED *
Own room in house between campui and beral
Low rent'Cell 2-4439 or 2-4531 SOONI

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY

DUDUDU
ConaraUatona a Brother
SeonTrehan
on being recogrvced 99 9ie
Out el ending Chapter
rnatident

CRUISE SHIPS HIRING
■Earn up n 82,000 pkis/monUi
on Cnjtoa Ships or Land*Tour orjmpareea.
Summer A KulTime employment available.
Noa.penenceneceaaary
For Mo. cal 1 206-634 0*68 en C5544.

1 bedroom api available May 15. Perfect lor
grad. etudent or tingle protoetionel. Can
364-421S.

eOhoura par (reek

2 female eubleaaera tor apartment one block
from campui. FurnaherJ, central air. laundry
fee 9375 (nag.) per peraon tor eummer. Can
Meredfm or Kelly 352-O480.

Call Mck at 372-1951

9M9 par hour

2 roomrnetot needed tor 94-96year.
2 bedroom apartment, $i 24/mo * utilities
Cell tkek at 3SJ0363

MtK
■■Stork
lareel Oereien
Ryan ttoquee
Chrta Hertlbock
Brian Speck
DUDUDU
DUDUDU
Congraaathe
rlrotaraof Delia Upasbn
on winning
tto
0-AMJI.AAward
and Oulstendlng Memberehlp
Developmara in
Oiaplai tjajeaenci
DUDUDU
SMKAP'StATHOLON'SIOKAP
Congremlaaonilo...
Bridget Dayer A Cnriary Jarnaa
on 11I pane Women'e Taaml I
M KA» ' BUTHOLON • M KAP

rellMMI MOfe.
MualeOrsia)
IN CONCERT
Friday. Aprs 22
BOOpmalSlTom'a
T-ihktoprolenerod
Rag. 814.50. on tale lor MM
Coke plea Connection 352 8333
The Bagel Line
Win your choice ol eandwich Mings
12 JO every Wed. and Fri .92 SO
Prom Caknena - 2nd flow Union

TM9ROTHERSOFBOTT
WANTTOWtSHAU
OOOD LUCK IN TH IS YEARS

•ETA 900

2 lubl tat in needed: 1 tor fell end ipnng. 1 toT
la/I eemeetor only. 3 bdrm. Townhouae.
tiSOAno. tocalad on S. College • am
372-0774 (Atk tor Amy).
Female loommeai needed ASAP ID mbteeM
trough eummer. Sl50Ymontfi. A/C, own
room, apartment to yourself much of the Omo.
Pktaee call 352-5661.
Male roommata needed tor 9*95 sohool year
Excellent apartmeni with own room. Call Mike
■ 358-0021.
Need 2 tublttann tor die aummer. Foa Run
Aon. SpaoOut w* weaher/dryer inaide. Can
Laura or Lwa at 352-6059.
Woe apt CIDB* a cempua neada 3 tubleeaeri
tor eummer. 8300/ea tor erMre aummer ♦ urn
352-4548.
One or Two female aublaaaeri tor aummer '94
Acroaa from campue. 9150/monih. Call
353-2223 (Atk tor Kriten).

353-0325 CALL NOW
Sauting 5/0 ctoaning apartments and rentals.
tS/hr.CARTY RENTALS.
AA CRUISE SHIPS NOW HeflaNG. EARN BKS
Me A TRAVEL THE WORLD FREEI CARBBEAN. EUROPE. ETC. SUM
MERrRERMANENT POSmONS AVAILABLE.
GUARANTEED SUCCESS I CALL (919)
929-4398 EXT. C76
Accepting apptcacone « Kaufman's Downtown tor daytime waiutaft Staring immediately 10.30-4-30 Apply in person 4 pm Monday- Thuraday.
ALASKA
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
- Earn up ID $8,000 plua in two monttuj. Room
A Boerdl Tranaporaibonl MelerFamala. No
eiperience neceesaryl (206) 545-4156 em
A5544.

netponaibki. nonamoker ID ihare fumiahad 2
bedroom apt tor 94/95. (iss/mo. . urj. (Alao
available aummer '94 t> 812/mo.) Can Sri or
Mike t> 353-3510.

Alaska flaheriea aummer emptoymeni Earn up
to 115,000 Ibis summer in cenrwriee. proceaaora, elc. Mala or female.
Rcomrboard/trevai after providedl Guaranteed
Suooaeal (919)920-4396en. A78.

Room maw warned tor male student
Own bedroom end berhroom, fumiahed
11 so/mo Moving in June 19. S. Ccdege
Cembr«lrveMerwr.l.6o6-o640arler6pm

Artist needed tor summer employment at Putin-Bay. Internship A housing available. Great
pey A fun. Cat Wand Graphics anytime. (41D)
285-3713.

Subieaaar needed tor May-AuguaL Very doae
ID campui. 1 bedroom apartment, turniihed.
Al uetsei included eioapi etactrie. Call
3634102 or 3534239 ASAP.
i from June- Aug.
Own room in houae aoroei from eampua.
Can 353-2131
SubkMeer from June to Auguai. Own room,
ctoee ID campui, unfumiahed. Call 353-7709.
SuMamttr needed for aummer
Share houae w/ 1 or 2 guya; own room
AA3. big yard. 2 blocks to campus
Cat Eric 9 354-2906
Subweaera needed May through Auguat
2 bedroom Apartmeni, Untumiahed
Pay only June and July i
CaH 354-1209

The Thuraday k» Bear Happy Houra
are now alao on
WedneedayaeH nlghl

Summer loommeto needed.
Nice apartment «17S/mo
Call Dan at 354-0122

The UleTVERSrTY RED CROSS would like to
personally thankALL STUDENTS. FACULTY,
A SATFF dial paraapaeiil in tie 93-94 Btood
Drtvea. Thank you tor your erne A commiarient
in aerving our community. All ol you have mode
• dklerence In helping twee who are ton torrunaa eve naaSMef S happier ivea.

Summer roommata needed
ti50amonrh
Beautrful houae; own room
Cat Kerin al 354-2704

You may qualify tor 93000 toward echod.
Aekeboutourofflcer Educanon Program.
372-217B

COUNSELORS 4 INSTRUCTORS
neededl
Private, coed summer camp in Pocono Mtna.,
NE Panraytvarai. Lohikan, Boi 234BG,
Koneworti. NJ 07033 (906) 278-0998.

Attention Studentsi If you are moving back ID
die Cleveland area and looking for full or part.
time employment tor the summer, MPI has a
position tor you. Sales A ktlemarkatng, state ol
the an equipment. Clean, new office environment Call today and eat up an appointment tor
when you arrive. (216) 226-7117. atk tor
Swvs
Bartenders, cooks, waiters A waitresses tor
Daly's Pub A Timothy's Restaurant, Sanduaky.
OH now hiring summer help Cat 1-626-3390.
Child care.
Monday dvough Friday, tor summer
Call 362-3122 or 3524847
CHILDCARE OPROHTUNTT1ES!
Pro-screened tamiliea looking tor caring individuals to spend a year as a nanny.
It 75-S350rwk, room A board, car, ar fare mduded. Cal Cheapest 1 -600-574-6869
COLLEGE PRO PAJNTERS
SUMMER WORK OPPORTUNITY EXTERIOR HOUSE PAJNTHG N TtC TOLEDO
AREA CALL 1-381-0823
COUNSELORS-INSTRUCTORS neededl 100
poektane! Coed aummer camp. Pocono
Mat,
PA. Ooed salary 11pe I (909) 698-333*.

Summer lubieuen: May 16-Auguit 8. 2 bedrooms. 1 block from campus. Total rent S72S
tar eummer. Very negotiable. Cell 353-9429

COUNSELORS WANTED: Trim down-fitness,
coed, NYS camp. 100 poehtona: sports, crafts,
many other*. Camp Shane, Femdato, NY
12734(914)271-4141.

Summer aubieaser(a). Responsible, nonimokerii). 8l20rmonlh • utilities Call Sri or
ktkeO 335-3610.

CRUISE LBV£ - entry level on board positions
available aummer. year round. Great benefits,
free travel. (813) 229-5478.

220 Marrvile ■ e^SOAnonth
2 bedroom houae-May 94-May 85
Call 352-4801

Wait Stan. Delivery. Courier Peraon 1S nan.
from campue. Ful or part-time, flexible ached
Ufa. Apply at China Oaia e>rt 193. Rl 20. Perryeburg across from Holiday Inn French Ouarar. 97? 2414.

3 bedroom apartment.
AvWablaimm^alely.
354-6800 'We do allow pets

Warn a great aummer >ob? Pamare are wan ad
tar 9at aummer on Ha eeet aide 91 Oeiretand D
earn the bast wanes A benelta around. Cal
(219) 392-1291.

ULrW CAM M CLAM and be pan of a new
and excttlng bueineu. Fresh, Soph on tie
Oaana Uet needed. Mo. rmg. Tuea. and Wed.
4728, 4/27 from 730 to 8-30 pm in HA 103. II
uraiaxo to attend call Jeff at 353-3109

Wanad: raeponialte mWduai a prowde
chidcara tar 9 A 12 year old femaiea In my
home UonAxf tnrough Friday. 8 am-9 pm starting eany Jura. Own ranaponattan. Cal
3520193 afar 8 pm.

Earn over S100mr.
Proceaaing our mall at home.
For Into, cal (202) 310-5958

Wendy* 1504 E. VYoosar Si. now hiring
Come in Wednesday. Aprl 20 between 24pm
for a guaranteed Inarvaw or apply anytime.
Oay ihifirnigh! ihilt/full lime/pt.
dmarSummar amptoyment available.

Environmental Ac mats
OCTAREALJOBI
Are you oonoervatve, stuffy, aeelung a cushy
desk tab, A afrM to rock the boat? READ NO
FURTHERI We're hiring acdvists.
Earn money tor school while devoting a aummer to carnpaigna tor pesticide reform Great
Lakea protection A energy efficiency.
SJOurWeeli to start, i 30-1000 pm MondayFriday. 241-7674 for Int. Summer 6 permanent

250
DUDUDU
Deal Upeaon Is proud B
announce la raWPJal

Oust—at Joba: Waterlront Director. Fronaer
Dvecior. A Male Counselors needed. YMCA
WHaon Outdoor Center. Beeetoniaine. OH
43311 Col 1-800-42SQ4 77

OET AHEAD WITH EXPERtNCEl
rtyc^'relnwreatedinfndirvjarjb
m the Advertano/Marterjno letd
GOOD LUCK WITHOUT EXPERtENCEl
But you can gain valuable experience
■ THE BO NEWS.
The BGnevnhai several positions
evwIabletorneilyearinlheAd Depl
We ere looking tor enthueieelc. dadcated,
eager livaMdueft who want to GET AHE ADI
(Must have own car)
Call 372-2606 for deals or
come » 204 Wan Hal tor an application

fatalEDtATE HELP
10-30 hours/week, fleaibla schedule
99 atorang pay. No experience neceeaary.
Apply aeon. Cat 259-1117
Last chance for the beat sum m«|obaverl
Saident Sprmklen only haa a tew cmes left in
OH lor your drat $10,000 lummer. Toledo
Manager rat pay was 98300 tar tan 2 yrt. Thai
coed be yout Get REAL EXP. running a proven and aucostslul buameea. Ful training and
support provided. Cell Steve at (600) 265-7691
IMMEDIATELY"!
LookingI lor
tor a a*' Earn 85000 to 86000 work
ing
i no on Put-in-Bay.
Put-ii
Cal tor dale A application
Tuesday - Wednesday -Thurlday from 1 pm a 9
pm.90042S-59t3.
Looking tor a summer job A you live In Ceiumbua? Give Wendy'i at 7170 Sav.rm'1 Rd a can
■ (814) 784-1818. Paying 9S«nour. Ask tor '
Amy or John.
Looking tar 3 oatrwaight man or woman to paroopate in our weight toaa program tor advertising purposes Must have 15 or more pounds to
tow. ONI tar detala. 354-4500.

FOR SALE
79 CacUlac EMorado 3S0 V8
fuel In). Loaded. 92S00meg.
3S3-4941
'82 Chevy van. Good ahapa. some rusL
100.000 plus mlea. New pana Make me an
offer! 352-7373. ask lor Pea.
1990 Audi 4000. Cal S8S0211. Ask lor Tim
or Linda. Engine rebuilt, new brae,
r.AIL,Amove
19A2 Toyota Supra. Auto, good condition, eunrool. rune greet 82.080 JCall 384-7202.
1084 Ford Tempo: 5 speed
Goodcond.GreaiMPG
$1200363-2319
1999 Honda kiarcaptor VR 250 Greet shape.
like raw. Call 363-5031.
CHEAP! Need the money...
Black'90 Ford Ranger XLT
Perfect condition 353-1004
kawaaaa) ORZ 890 - New cknch cable, piugi.
plug waas. battery. air filters, oil liar, oil
change, brake fluid, hand gripe, brake pisde.
front A rear sprockets, drive chain, front A rear
are*. 2 helmets, take cover, aaat net. rebuilt
cknch release Great hit bike. Rune good.
FAST |1 $00 o.b o Must ill moving Weal.
Cell Chad. 352-8079. anytime. Leave a mee-

RESIDENT CAMP

Lovaaaat. 2 chairs and 2 Main bade
Prices negotiable.
353-8005
Mseinlrevhll.8rragWM.105rragHD,i4-Hi-'
res color monittr. lots ol software with marv
uata. 814000 bo. Call 353-3103.

FOR RENT
1 A 2 bedroom apta. funvunfum. g A 12 monati
leases. Campus shuttle, heat included.
WINTHROPTERRACE3S2-0135
Furnished Apartrnena. East Event. Leasing lor
summer and (all Un ii tie s furnished except eiectnc 660-3036

GEORGETOWN MANOR ARTS
900 Third St.
Now renting tor 1994 95
(12 moAch. yr.) A Summer W
F my fumiahed 1BRA2BRUnits.
Excellent location. Reasonable rales
Cal 352-4986 or slop by
tie building. »10
J-aa>
TheHlohlanoe
1 A 2 bad apaboua. AC tor the discerning upperclaaa and graduate students Furnished
and unlumrsried. Stan at t350rmo. 354-6036
Nowaaaing
1-2-3 bedroom aparenarra A houses
354-6800 "We do allow peta.

MAZDARX7GSL'8S4Saa
Futy loaded lor 82.500 Fun to Drive.
Cal Kevin 354-8772

Oie bedroom apartment
129 S. Summit lor Summer 1994.
1-287-3341

Old Fender jazz base and Peavey concert
400 senea amplifier Price negotiable

Call 352 4728
SMOLE LOFT protaaaonally built by Coke
oiaa Designs, less than yr. oW-instructiona indud. 98500. TWM MATTRESS, lass than yr.
old. 850 (pd. 975). 352-8778. Brian.

Room A Board • 1 mile from college
8250
Call 354-61 17
Summer 579 - 9/6: 2-4 aubleaaera for huge,
fum. 2 bdrm. Call ua. make an offer 8 we'll
eeapieailea. Aak tor Jan or Dawn. 354-5013.
Summer Storage Lwwte Available
Many etna. Why haul It home? May 1-Sept.
1. lease neer eampua. 382-1820 Buckeye

2=se
Two bedroom house, completely remodeled
wAeaahar, dryer. Available May 1, 1 yr. lease
Scott Hamlton. Cal evenings 353-3993

Woman's GucoWatcfl
For Sale for 8200. pa«J 832S
Call353fl02a.

FOR RENT
" 3 auUeaaen needed"
Dupiei on Manvate. Cioee B campue A beta.
Furriehed ar ugliee included!! Rent negoublellCJ 372-5112.
1A 2 bedroom epenmenu.
9 month- summer -year leases.
352-7454

Graduation
Messages

1 bedroom apartment lor ranL laoanrjy remodalad.rirjee a caaiipua. Cal 382-3086.

Let your friends know how much you'll miss them with a Graduation message made especially for
them. Choose between a display ad or a regular classified ad. You can even add color (orange or
brown) to your message for just $5 to make it extra special.

2 bedroom aparrmeni near eampua. AvaaeDle
now A Auguat. 9 or 12 month laaae. No pets.
Cell 354-2753 or 352 4113

Size Choices

APARTMENTS WITHIN HOUSES FOR RENT
ONE YEAR. ACADEMIC YEAR. A SUMMER
LEASES AVAILABLE. Save A refrigerator included. Tenentl pay al utilities. Please cell or
atop In John Nevrlove Real Estate tor lease
daws A rate* 354-2280
709 Second St. Apt. A • 2 BR fum.
211S Col age Apt B- turn efficiency
211 S College Apt C I BR turn
258 S. College Apt A - 3 BR unfum.
2SS S. College ApL B - 2 BR untum.
2S8 S. College Apt. C ■ unfurn effioency
530 E Merry-3 BR partly turn
530172 E. Matty -1 BR

La* tor sale. Bought from SBX NEW. 1 year
old. Good condition, durable, holds up a 300
pound. Table Included, pressed pine. Heeta
aaLarJverarryflreroclee C^i354.iei6

Muat sell immediately - quean size bed, dreaser w/ mirror, 8 back raoaivar, 20" TV.
microwave, lamp. A dining room table w/
chairs Cal 354^)501

KENNYBROOK -19 SOUTHWAY
HART30ALE. NY 10530
814A81-3037

451 Thunon Apfe 106 1 119. Effioenciee, furnished Call John Newwve Real Eataa at
364-2290.

»*»a.

Paatang Co. seaklng aummer workera for B.G.,
Parryslxirg > Toledo areas M'F Must be re
aponaiMe and hard working. Painting experience preferred, but not required. Rooty evenInga.aakfor Doug 354-0208.

a*JMMMCOUNKLOR-"LASrr CHANCE"
MALE-9A5KET6ALL
BASCBALL-TENNM
OUTSTANDING NYS COED

353-0325 or 352-7365
Effic apt ahon or long term lease
Complete in envy way.
2 bdrm. apt. Oose to cempua.
9 or 12 month la 999.

924841 St FREE HEAT
2 bdrm. Apt Unfum/Fum Free gaa heat,
water 8 aewer. Waafar'dryer. Cal Newtovo
Rentaa 352-5820 Our only oWco.

Mountain Bike: TARGA CK3NAL
1150 (less man a yew old)
Cal Todd 372-8240.

Summer camp atari position open. Satino/Canoeing lns*ucBr. L oca ad on Lake Erie
■ ConrtaauL OH. SkJIa A experience Important. Had Cross oMAcaaDn or equivalent helpful. Call (216) 994-9732 coiled, ask lor Camp
Director.

353C32S - Summer Rentals
Apartmen ts A single rooms.
2A3monthleaaesavailable.CALLNOrVi

5 Bedroom Houae tar sublease. 303 S. Summit. Available starting May 1S-Aug. 15 (Neg.)
Rent nag. ♦ uel. Cal 372-5844 or 372-4340

Waa Hake 01 ma teed
EarnM-ldfhour
OrJ 1-800-346-46*9

Student with car for yard work.
686-4527. altar 8 pm

320 Eton FREE HEAT
1 bdrm. Cloae B Cempua. Fum.. free oaa heat.
water A aewer. Call Nawtova Rentals
382-5820 Our only oWca.

2 barm. turn. apt. tor 2 people
8450. Indudea free heat, wear
gat. HBO, aewer. 354-0914.

Happy
21st
Birthday
Mark
McMasters
Finally/ You
can drink your
first beer!
Love, Missy

BRIAN SCHELLHASE

C
w»

■w

Is Going Out With a Bang!!
SALES PERSON OF
THE WEEK 4/11 - 4/15

^f-j€AFE
This Wednesday Come Sec
Classified Ad
3 line minimum

800 per line

Mare and Brian,
We art) so sorry to see
you go! Well miss you!
Good Luck!
The Crew

Deadline • Tuesday, April 26 • 204 West Hall • 5PM * Publication - Monday, Moy 2

- MicCaolY *err*

104 S. MAIN

—

353-0988

